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President’s Message 

It’s Gettin’ Good! 
It’s gettin’ really good!  
 

I'm quick to get excited and get un-excited just as 

quickly. But I have to tell ya, I'm still excited about 

what we are doing and where we are going at the 

Dallas Association of Health Underwriters. It’s 

getting really good!  And it’s only going to get better!  

Here’s a recap of what we’ve done in 2021, where 

we’re going in 2022, and who’s helped us along the 

way.  If you aren’t part of the “we” or the “who,” why 

not?  What can we do to get you? 

2021 New Year, New Place 

We moved to the Marriott.  What a difference! 

We’ve talked about changing locations for years.  We 

feared the “that’s how we’ve always done it” 

mentality of “we’ve always met here” and “it’s where 

people are trained to go.”  After a year of not going 

anywhere, those old habits were no longer an 

obstacle.  With venues desperate to have patrons to 

serve and new contracts to sign, D-Web sweet-talked 

the Marriott into a year commitment with an option 

for renewal. Here’s a quick comparison of the old 

versus the new and why we exercised the option in 

2022. 

 

 

 

 Country Club Marriott 

Convenience Longer drive 

through 

neighborhoods 

Shorter drive 

down/up the 

tollway 

Parking Far from the 

building and 

exposed 

FREE, close, 

and covered 

Food Decent Doesn’t 

disappoint 

Cost Penalized per 

plate against the 

number 

committed 

Pay flat 

amount per 

plate in 

attendance 

Contract Nickle and dime 

all the time 

Locked in 

with an option 

to renew 

 

Did Someone Say, “Exercise”? 

Rita Rolf slimmed down in 2020, and she didn’t back 

down in 2021. Her dedication to a healthier lifestyle 

fueled her determination to get DAHU back in 

person.  While she had the Board’s support, it was she 

who would be tested and exposed – not to Covid, but 

worse.  Judgment and Accountability.   

I don’t know if she had calls or emails, but there were 

a host of fears about whether we were being reckless 

by meeting in person; meeting in person without 

mandating masks; meeting in person without 

mandating masks nor enforcing social distancing; 

meeting in person sans mask & social distancing with 

an enclosed buffet and extra sanitizer at every table. 

Worse, what if people shook hands or hugged!?!  

I’m not being completely dismissive.  Fear is a 

powerful thing, and when it’s coupled with our own 
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personal experiences, it can be paralyzing and all-

consuming. I admire the Board’s courage and 

backbone to overcome inertia. We were resolute that 

we were going to be safe, allow people to take extra 

precautions, and refuse to let another year go by 

without community and fellowship.   

Summer Lovin’ 

We kicked off the summer with a new take on health 

savings accounts (HSAs).  Wait? How can there be a 

“new take” on HSAs.  Well, Louis Harbour, CFP 

CHSA Retirement Benefits Strategist, demonstrated 

the value of investing in the HSA.  You can check out 

his presentation slides on our website.  

“The Convergence of Health and Wealth – HSAs as 

Retirement Plans” was sponsored by Health Equity. 

Wait? I thought lunch was sponsored by The 

Insurance Exchange.  It is, and they are wonderful, 

and we are grateful that their commitment gives us 

the ability to manage luncheon costs. (We lose money 

every month because we don’t charge the 

membership the full cost.)  

Because we don’t want to limit our abilities to engage 

others and form partnerships, Louis, our Sponsorship 

Chair, came up with the idea of Speaker Sponsors. 

Get this! Health Equity’s Marc R. loved the energy 

so much in July, he committed to sponsoring our 

Carolyn Goodwin “Goodie Goodie” Legislative 

Lunch. Wow!  Now that’s good stuff.    

Carolyn Goodwin Legislative Forum 

DAHU lost a friend, colleague, and champion. 

Committed to honoring this amazing woman, Mary 

Lou Hudman gathered friends, family, and pictures 

so Carolyn could be celebrated and remembered.  It 

was fitting that Legislative Day carry her name.  

Kevin Pailet from Marsh & McLennan sponsored the 

Happy Hour.  I thanked him for 

his generosity and asked why? 

He said Carolyn really 

influenced his life and career; 

honoring her and the things she 

loved so much was a small 

gesture compared to the legacy 

she left behind.  

Claire Pancerz, our Professional Development 

Rockstar, had another out-of-the-box idea. What if 

we had a take-home gift, one that wouldn’t be thrown 

away when we weren’t looking, and create another 

opportunity to bring value to partnering with us? 

Tommy Dorsey with Friday 

Health Plans jumped at the 

opportunity to leave their mark 

(logo and contact information) 

on a best-selling book, The Blue 

Zones, complimentary to all who 

came and stayed.    

Thanks to Howard Deihl of The General Agency, we 

were able to capture the entire event.  Check out Mary 

Lou and Pat Wilder’s tribute, Janet Trautwein’s 

Washington Update, and Shannon Meroney’s Texas 

Legislative Recap.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Good Doctor Dr. Goodman Broke Some 

Bad News 

What’s the cost for towing the party line?  Well, the 

price tag was trillions under the Infrastructure and 

Reconciliation.  What’s the cost for coverage? Under 

Obamacare, not much; free for many.  What’s the cost 

for using that coverage to get access to care?  More 

than a new car.  

Dr. Goodman, perhaps known as a founder of HSAs, 

shatters our illusions & tells us the real reasons why 

Republicans fail at healthcare. They are scared to talk 

about it. In fact, they are told not to talk about it.  Why 

is that? What if they – on both sides – had people who 

knew what the heck was wrong with healthcare costs 

and how good policies can result in bad outcomes?  

 Let’s give them something to talk about. Email 

KeyContacts@tahu.org to get connected. Watch Dr. 

Goodman’s candid conversation here. 

https://www.dahu.org/dahu-past-event-presentations
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZF4cG8JSsMs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZF4cG8JSsMs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6HZHqM_dQA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QtjByr1KdOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yGG7r9z-WpY
https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?fr=yhs-iba-syn&ei=UTF-8&hsimp=yhs-syn&hspart=iba&param1=iYHi2eo%2BHi9kWk%2FpzU41JEZJsr9QNcmEGyfk%2FrD0ywJMBVM2m2IQaBxkMZ0EWqUF&param2=9dUI1n2R0BLDxNuWfiP4aSFOTltNdSPoIx38%2BUf%2FiXrvPdoGmStdlfwLFZYDvqkAJrWWk4yNReCLnBD%2FqPsDZd7olTZcV8HMx1G%2Fk786sE2Tis1g8dJd8zxVWs%2BbKztBnq1TfqUiqPYK9pXifXmJF23GuXP%2F%2FuMqmznMxQq%2BppALLyYYg9yEeTy2o1aWHCYGuzLsTALJ9VCokkJuOXNXZIWxOPT0Rw7yyNAj4nQq4aLi82jZ%2Fqg%2Bwf1vm%2BwhsTtaa6%2Br4jQENHMEkYt8jf26epKBvgkcTYHOmYdXpZhKsdZLLLUa6RkibS9B9wPrrS7b%2BUt24Gvbc1hcStGc4Mbicw%3D%3D&param3=NwVEMR%2FzKcG52XsVBYEh2zk2Yklq85vdfspZPoqz2M1qypHRDDTed5vIiOf0QJloIYNIhURx5ygk43IbuWBmnfLApzQNuNyJQuCIFEosygzUObTBvpAdBKtFCFkedGtzXg8BZPONEY8XN9MMyOktF6t3g%2FsL76qgxJV8YDhQb3%2FufEzSyxz54Aup4V%2FXOk2KTCYQ%2BsCkYxPzT5xxcoZ6lJqvONlTFK4SJlJfT%2B8t6%2F2OE4p0mFlnxUtyIPNDZpUgTgHI9WnaZ9aDeYRIXnY%2FCXIhLdwJmwKUHcRJaQhu%2BhaMouhM%2Bfjcd9B8ALUIBXT5LnQwtUMKqUORlXX9GfsS8txZ1v45d9kCDSI26s23PrmxIqtMTthUXdlzTybUm1BuvsLbFa%2F6G8Us3SKVQEaGFZfK4Qj%2B%2BJkfJUm8E1KTJPY%3D&param4=80OGlpYwv6zKw%2F%2B6hsOGxkPMdKW%2FwEkpuPg7dp%2B9c2w%3D&p=let%27s+give+them+something+to+talk+about%2Fvideo&type=asbw_8923_CHW_US_tid20057#id=1&vid=f07ec132f83abfa09313cbb759663edc&action=click
mailto:KeyContacts@tahu.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXh2LeFjSR4
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Honoring Those Who Serve  

The evacuation out of Afghanistan was disastrous.  

The withdrawal opened wounds from some of our 

very own veterans.  Steve Neuner wanted to show our 

service men and women that we love them and 

support them.  That’s why we held a special 

Veteran’s Day Celebration during our November 

Luncheon. The Colors were presented, Taps played, 

Veterans had a meal on the house, and we learned 

about Texas Therapeutic Riding Center, our choice 

for philanthropy.  Texas TRC helps veterans who 

suffered loss of limb (and mind) recover movement 

and meaning in a life worth living.   

In December, we honored you. You serve our 

community, providing a valuable service to 

employers, employees, individuals – consumers.  Our 

Vanguard Chair Stephen Snyder hosted a Happy 

Hour at Sidecar Social, sponsored in part by Thread 

HCM.  

2022: Can’t Nobody Hold Us Down! 

Feeling Smarter? Wiser? More Ethical? 

Despite Delta and Omicron, and with the help of 

Alpha & Omega, we had a successful (and seemingly 

fun) Compliance Day.  Claire arranged for 3 hours of 

Ethics, since that’s what our license requires these 

days, and 2 hours of general CE. Let me tell ya.  It 

was unlike any other ethics I’ve ever had.  Check out 

a clip from our Facebook page (and join the group). 

February, the Future of Healthcare 

Sponsored by Brella, a new take on voluntary 

worksite products, Wally Gomaa and Den Bishop are 

going to use their prior knowledge to predict the 

future – especially if there isn’t intervention.  This 

leads us into a more in depth and holistic view of 

health & wellness. 

Financial Health and Wellness Forum 

Louis is going to bridge the gap between financial 

health and wellness in our first ever Financial Health 

& Wellness Forum. This is not another HSA thing. 

It’s another out-of-the-box brilliant idea!  We plan on 

having retirement, estate, and lifestyle planning.  I 

mean, it makes sense.  Contact Louis for sponsorship 

and/or speaker opportunities.  

DAHU Derby Day 

Benefiting Texas TRC, join us May 7th for DAHU 

Derby Days.  Details are in the 

works. It’s never too early to 

promote the event and our 

sponsors, right?  Thank you, 

Friday Health Plans, for 

beating us out of the gate!  If 

you are interested in being a 

part of this event, contact Louis for details. 

MVP 

Pat Pattison is my MVP.  Under Tamela’s presidency, 

we hired an Administrative Assistant.  She is the track 

on which this train is running. The momentum 

generated the last couple of years is in large part 

because of her presence.  She provides consistency in 

our Board, clarity in our messaging, and calm during 

my chaos.  Thank you, Pattycakes.   

If you have words of encouragement, constructive 

feedback, general questions, or a single complaint 

(but only one!), email Dahu.org@gmail.com and 

she’ll make sure it’s addressed. 

 

Cheers!  Jen Stanley, President  

 

 
  

https://threadhcm.com/
https://threadhcm.com/
https://www.facebook.com/100006579167739/videos/306622794751842/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/147714231916487
mailto:Louis%20Harbour%20%3cdahusponsorships@pm.me%3e
mailto:Dahu.org@gmail.com
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Letter to the Editor 
Ramblings from the 
Peanut Gallery 

 

Congratulations, you survived another 4th quarter! 

This is the 40TH for me and it seems like it never gets 

easier.  I have a personal policy from September to 

December my total life is focused on open enrollment 

season.  No vacation, no seminars, no visits from 

Company Reps (they hate this one!), work as late as 

needed, and total focus on getting through the 4th 

quarter.  When my daughter was young, that meant 

all Christmas shopping was completed by October 1st.  

If you have young children this is pretty hard to do 

since the list to Santa changes daily as she was 

bombarded with ads for the latest toy but that is what 

I did. 

This year I broke that rule and on the advice of a 

fellow DAHU member, attended the 17th Annual 

Benefits Forum sponsored by the DFW Business 

Group on Health in early December.  As I headed out 

to Las Colinas for the day I was kicking myself for 

taking a full day out of my busy schedule to sit and 

listen to speakers.  I had so much to do and could use 

that day to get some things done.   

One of the sessions was about employee wellbeing. 

The speaker said that if you ask an employer what 

they are doing for their employee’s wellbeing you 

hear some interesting answers. Employers are very 

proud of the employee wellness programs they 

provide to help keep employees healthy (and save 

claim costs).  They proudly list all the programs they 

sponsor like smoking cessation, discount gym 

memberships, chronic disease management, 

biometric screenings, wellness plan incentives, 

weight loss programs, even replacing unhealthy 

snacks with healthy snacks in the break room vending 

machine.  These are all great programs but what do 

they do for the “wellbeing” of employees?   

What has this pandemic taught us about employee 

wellbeing?  The 2021 KFF Employer Health Benefits 

Survey indicates that a lot of attention by employers 

in the last two years has been paid to telehealth and 

mental health.  Telehealth is one of those benefits that 

once you try it you never want to go back to in-person 

visits.  Employees have realized that the time that it 

takes to make a trip to a doctor’s office in relation to 

the amount spent with the doctor is shocking. The 

time savings and convenience of telehealth has been 

a real eye-opener and a real financial advantage to 

employees that don’t have sick time or time off. A lot 

of employees working from home felt isolated and 

more stressed especially if they were also 

homeschooling kids.  Mental health suffered from the 

fear, confusing messages, and stress the pandemic 

brought so we can see where increased mental health 

benefits would be a focus. Increased focus on virtual 

telehealth gave employees more access to the help 

they need by allowing them to speak with someone in 

a private setting that again saves time.  

What does employee wellbeing mean to you?  We 

have heard of the great resignation this last year 

where millions have left their jobs.  The reality is that 

employees want flexibility, they want to feel 

appreciated. They want to have the proper resources 

to do their jobs. They want to be engaged and feel that 

their employer is understanding and providing for 

their needs in and out of the office.  They want more 

balance between work and home. 

In the end, I was glad I took the time to attend the 

DFWBGH Forum.  It gave me a perspective on how 

I was feeling with the stress of the season but also 

how as benefits professionals we can help our clients.  

We can talk about wellness programs all day, but 

wellness is only a portion of total employee 

wellbeing.  We are partners with our clients and our 

job is to help them be successful.  Using a more 

holistic approach to employee benefits will only 

make you a more valuable partner in the success of 

your client’s business.   

Rita Rolf   
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Legislative News 
Lone Star State Updates         
TAHU DATC SOLD OUT!!  
Who knew that was even possible??  

Shout out to Kim Foster!  
Not only does Foster Benefit Resources 

sponsor this lovely newsletter, Kim Foster 

contributed $1000 to TAHU Pac in 2021.  

That made her Platinum! 

 

Put some skin in the game. 
You know what that tells me?  It tells me she believes in 

what the TAHU Pac has accomplished and wants to be a 

part of its future success.  

What does the TAHU Pac do, or what has it done, exactly? 

• Balance billing – We are two years in and 

protecting consumers, and removing them, from 

balance billing. 

• Telehealth parity – fighting the Texas Medical 

Board to keep the cost of telemedicine lower than 

in-person visits. 

• Medicaid Expansion – It’s not free… 

• Consumer protection – Hospital transparency. 

• Broker protection – Did you really want to record 

every single phone call and retain it for one to two 

years?   

Donate to TAHU Pac by completing the online form. 

 
 
 

 

Across the Nation  
HDHP and HSA Conflicts with State 
Mandates – MAKING A DIFFERENCE 
The short story: If you have fully insured HDHPs in 

Georgia, Illinois, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas and a 

few other states, participants may technically be ineligible 

for making and receiving HSA contributions. Well-

intended legislation aimed at protecting consumers’ 

pocketbooks by mandating credit for drug coupons and 

manufacturing discounts have the unintended 

consequences of providing first-dollar coverage prior to a 

participant satisfying the minimum statutory HDHP 

deductible.  

DON’T MISUNDERSAND! We aren’t saying that 

consumers shouldn’t get the advantage of coupons at the 

pharmacy. I love discounts!! Rather, we – as the insurance 

industry experts – are asking legislators to either “carve 

out” HDHPs from the mandatory drug accumulator 

application and/or give participants the choice whether 

they want the accumulation credit or not.  For example, to 

maintain HSA-eligibility, my first trips to the pharmacy in 

a new plan year will result in me paying full cost for drugs. 

However, after I satisfy the IRS statutory deductible for 

HDHPs ($1400 / $2800), bring on the savings!! 

Region VI (that’s us) has really helped spread the word of 

this huge problem. Oklahoma’s consumer fairness law 

went into effect on November 1, 2021.  Because Kelley 

Harmon and Connie Morgan rarely miss a Region VI call, 

they were able to respond immediately.  The day before 

the law went into effect, DOI met with OKAHU and 

pressed for a solution.  Unfortunately, the answer is in the 

hands of the legislators.  Fortunately, Oklahoma meets 

every year. The first issue on February’s legislative 

agenda for OKAHU is getting this resolved.  Louisiana 

and Arkansas are meeting with their legislators for the 

same reason.  

Now, it would have been nice to get ahead of this problem. 

I mean, a dozen states have consumer fairness laws on the 

books, and only a couple of states had the foresight to 

carve out HDHPs (or have been interpreted as such). 

That’s why NAHU Legislative Council is encouraging 

members to send proposed legislation – even if it’s just in 

the rumor phase – up the chain. If you hear something, say 

something. Email Jennifer Stanley. She’ll make sure 

NAHU puts it on the radar, communicates it by way of the 

NAHU State Update (every other Wednesday email), and 

is proactive rather than reactive.    

https://tahupac.org/index.php/contribute
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Federal Vaccine Mandate Temporarily 
Blocked 
Excerpt By: Jessica Waltman 

On January 13, 2022, the Supreme Court of the United 

States (SCOTUS) voted to block the continued 

enforcement of the federal Occupational Safety and 

Health Administration’s Emergency Temporary Standard 

(ETS) requiring large employers to either require all 

employees to obtain their COVID–19 vaccinations or 

submit to weekly virus testing.  In the 6-3 decision in 

National Federation of Independent Business v. 

Department of Labor, the majority of justices noted that 

the ongoing challenge to the ETS working its way through 

the federal court system is likely to succeed, since the 

legislation that the Biden Administration is using to justify 

the measure only “empowers the Secretary to set 

workplace safety standards, not broad public health 

measures… Permitting OSHA to regulate the hazards of 

daily life—simply because most Americans have jobs and 

face those same risks while on the clock—would 

significantly expand OSHA’s regulatory authority without 

clear congressional authorization.”  

In addition to releasing their decision on the large 

employer mandate, SCOTUS ruled on a challenge to the 

federal government’s mandate that employees at health 

care facilities that receive federal funding (such as 

Medicare or Medicaid) receive their COVID–19 

vaccinations unless they have a valid religious or medical 

exemption.  The Court voted 5-4 in the case of Biden v. 

Missouri to allow the healthcare worker vaccination 

requirement to continue while ongoing legal challenges 

work their way through the lower federal courts.  In the 

ruling, the majority notes, “Congress has authorized the 

Secretary to impose conditions on the receipt of Medicaid 

and Medicare funds that ‘the Secretary finds necessary in 

the interest of the health and safety of individuals who are 

furnished services.’ COVID–19 is a highly contagious, 

dangerous, and—especially for Medicare and Medicaid 

patients—deadly disease.  The Secretary of Health and 

Human Services determined that a COVID–19 vaccine 

mandate will substantially reduce the likelihood that 

healthcare workers will contract the virus and transmit it 

to their patients…The rule thus fits neatly within the 

language of the statute.” 

While the short-term future for business owners and 

federally funded healthcare worksites is now clear 

regarding federal vaccination requirements, SCOTUS’ 

most recent actions are not the final word on either 

regulation.  The legal challenges to both requirements will 

continue in the lower courts, and depending on how they 

are ultimately resolved, the status of current federal 

vaccination requirements may change again.  We will 

continue to monitor developments regarding federal 

COVID–19 vaccination requirements and bring any 

additional information to you as it becomes available. 

Biden’s Build Back Better Act Isn’t 
Better for Employers 
Here’s the low notes: 

4 weeks of paid leave with a broader definition of “family 

member” 

ACA Employer Mandate Affordability % decreased and 

locked in at 8.5% without indexing. Currently, the safe 

harbor affordability % is 9.5% indexed 

Expansion of the ACA’s premium tax credits 

Allow employees who are offered affordable, minimum 

value coverage from their large employers the opportunity 

to receive a premium tax credit.  This will increase the 

time and effort in responding to 226-J penalty letters and 

will destabilize the employer market. 

Risen from the Dead 
The Philabuster is alive and real 

Reconciliation for 2021 fiscal year could result in a paired 

down Medicaid Expansion designed in a subtle way to 

sneak in a Public Option 

Telehealth expansion under the CARES Act allowing for 

HSA eligibility 

Federal Budget is due by February 18th which means 

another Continuing Resolution Omnibus Bill 

COBRA as Medicare Creditable Coverage 

Observation Status under Medicare 

 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/4a8mCZ6nBlF7pxnnIj99Cb?domain=supremecourt.gov
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/4a8mCZ6nBlF7pxnnIj99Cb?domain=supremecourt.gov
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/mOb1C1wNlmh69OwwcpNjfT?domain=supremecourt.gov
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/mOb1C1wNlmh69OwwcpNjfT?domain=supremecourt.gov
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CapCon Registration & Resources 
 

Registration is open for NAHU CapCon.  NAHU made a quick adjustment when the DC mayor implemented a 

vaccine mandate.  They quickly pivoted to offering an in-person and virtual.   
 

Under the current DC mandate, full vaccination (two doses of the Pfizer or Moderna vaccine or one dose of the 

Johnson & Johnson vaccine) will be required to participate in the meeting space at Capitol Conference.  
 

To expedite the check-in and registration process on-site, please verify your vaccination status on the secure, 

HIPAA-compliant, digital vaccine card app VaxYes. Accessing your digital vaccine certificate is easy:  
 

1. Verify your phone number. 

2. Upload a picture of your ID and vaccine card. 

3. Receive your verified digital vaccination certificate. 

 

While we would love if you could attend in person, don’t miss out on the information that you can get by being 

virtual.  Check out the resource page for up-to-date announcements. And don’t forget to download the app to 

make showing your vax status easy. 

 

If you go in-person, be a part of the HUPAC and Vanguard Kickoff Party. We committed to the Gold-Level 

Sponsorship, which gives us 6 tickets. 

 

Doris Waller is dancing and disco’ing for DAHU! This leaves us with 5 tickets remaining. THE FIRST 5 

PEOPLE who reach out to Doris Waller get to go on the house – and bring the house down. 
 

 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/xCZSCpYmvOSQNvxpIDtf8Z?domain=r20.rs6.net
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/wAUYCqxn0PILPz7JsQ_vgT?domain=r20.rs6.net
http://nahu.org/capitol-conference/capitol-conference-resources.
mailto:Doris%20Waller%20%3cdwaller@palig.com%3e
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Doris for RVP 
 

Doris started her insurance career in a Southern California specialty lines P&C agency in 

1988 and she knew immediately she had found her calling.  Doris transitioned to Life & 

Health in 1997 working for an innovative Texas General Agency that specialized in 

serving the underserved.  Serving the underserved brings challenges many would not intentionally undertake, and 

as we witnessed with ACA it takes far more than a law.  It requires genuine compassion, a keen understanding of 

the respective demographic you serve, and the audacity to step outside the status quo.  Doris believes that these 

same attributes are required of NAHU leaders. We support Doris as she continues to be a leader in our Association. 

 
Mark Your Calendars 
 

Membership Luncheon & Special Events Meet the 3rd Wednesday of Each Month 
 

February 16 – The Future of Health Care, Den Bishop of Holmes Murphy & Wally Gomaa of ACAP 
 

March 16 – Pharmacy Benefits, Josh Golden of Capital Rx 
 

April 20 – Financial Health and (Financial) Wellness Forum 
 

May 18 – Broker Compensation Disclosures, Misty Baker of BenefitMall 
 

June 15 – Surviving a Health Plan Investigation, Christine Robbins, Senior Advisor, DOL 
 

July 20 – Medicare Summit 

 
 


